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AUREL STEIN & THE TALIBAN - BEYOND THE BUDDHA 
Geoffrey Clarfield examines the new on-line collection of the International Dunhuang 
Project and newly discovered manuscripts at Bamiyan, ‘Buddhism’s Dead Sea Scrolls’.

am in one of the conservation
laboratories of the British
Library in London. The cura-
tor takes down a box from a

shelf and gently lifts out a small scroll,
which she places in front of me. The
scroll is greyish white and is closed
with a thin, elegant woven tie which
she opens, revealing row upon row of
hand written Chinese characters. 

I am looking at a manuscript taken
from the Cave of a Thousand Buddhas
almost a century ago and brought to
England by the explorer/archaeologist
Aurel Stein. The scroll is in mint condi-
tion and does not look more than a few
decades old. In fact, it lay untouched in
a sealed cave on the edge of the Gobi
Desert in Central Asia for almost one
thousand years, until it was brought to
light by Stein, a Hungarian Jewish
explorer who dedicated his life to the
British Empire and the exploration of
its Central Asian frontiers.  

It is just one of thousands of scrolls,
paper prints, silk paintings, and archae-
ological artefacts that Stein and others
brought out of Central Asia before
World War II. The full contents of the
caves’ lost archive are distributed across
libraries and museums in Western
Europe, Russia, India, China, and
Japan. Thanks to the tireless efforts of
Dr Susan Whitfield of the British
Library and her colleagues of the Inter-
national Dunhuang Project (IDP) they
are now putting ‘Stein on Line’: the
entire collection will soon be available
on the Internet. After centuries in a
sealed cave, millions of people will
have access to these priceless cultural
treasures at the push of a button.

Who was Sir Marc Aurel Stein?
What is the Cave of a Thousand Bud-
das and why is it important? Was he a
robber or a hero? And perhaps of great-
est contemporary interest, who claims
ownership of the library? Does it
belong to any one ethnic group or
nation or, is it the rightful heritage of
all humankind?

Aurel Stein was born in 1862 and
died in Kabul in 1943. He was a man of
central European learning and culture
who passed his working life in India as
a civil servant and professor at various
Indian universities. Inspired by the
Indiana Jones-like Sven Hedin, the
Swedish explorer of Central Asia and
author of Through Asia (1898), Stein
applied for government funding to
explore the ruined cities of Central
Asia’s desert. 

During the first few decades of the

I
20th century Stein led four major expe-
ditions to Central Asia. Overall, he
managed to retrieve more than 40
boxes of ancient manuscripts for the
British Government from Dunhuang
and carried out numerous excavations
in Central Asia’s ruined cities, from
where he sent more manuscripts and
artefacts to the British Museum. A fol-
lower of the archaeologist Sir Flinders
Petrie, Stein’s excavation methods were
scientific, meticulous, and stratigraphi-
cally informed. A smiling Dr Whitfield
told me, ‘Stein was a details man. And,
he was an inspired excavator of ancient
garbage heaps, finding important frag-
ments that others would have ignored’.
Unlike Hedin, who became a Nazi sym-
pathizer, Stein, who was knighted for
his work, always treated his local staff
with courtesy, and he had the acade-
mic training to spend the rest of his life
preserving and documenting his finds.

In 1906, Stein made a dubious
financial deal with the self-appointed
and impoverished Chinese Taoist priest
who had made himself the guardian of
this library, and which was stored in
one of the many Buddhist caves at
Dunhuang in the Gobi Desert. 

In the name of King and Empire
(and with their financial and institu-
tional backing) Stein took possession of
about a quarter of the library of manu-
scripts dating from AD 406-1002. They
included Chinese paper scrolls and
Tibetan manuscripts, as well as paint-
ings on hemp, silk, and paper. In addi-
tion to canonical Buddhist works, other
manuscripts include original commen-
taries, apocryphal writings, Confucian
and Taoist documents, as well as Chi-
nese government documents, glos-
saries, anthologies, and dictionaries.
The remaining documents ended up in
French, Russian, Japanese, and Chinese
government hands, including a mass of
Tibetan manuscripts. 

The pearl of the Stein collection is
the Diamond Sutra, the world’s oldest
known dated printed text. Stein trans-
ferred over 10,000 scrolls and about
400 paintings to India and England.
Other explorers followed in Stein’s
wake, and the entire library is now
spread across England, France, Russia,
India, China, and Japan.

Legend tells us that around the year
366 the Buddhist monk Lezun had a
vision of ‘a thousand Buddhas’ and
convinced a wealthy pilgrim traversing
the Silk Road to finance the first tem-
ple. Over time, the number grew to a
thousand. Some scholars believe that

the manuscripts were sealed in the
caves because Buddhists believed that
being sacred, they should not be
destroyed. It is also possible that they
became ‘outdated’ due to the rise and
ease of use of printed books in the 11th
century.

The languages of the documents
from Dunhuang include Chinese,
Tibetan, Khotanese, Sogdian, Sanskrit,
Old Turkic, and Uighur. Explorers like
Stein have even found Jewish texts in
Hebrew in sites along the Silk Road.
Not surprisingly, the modern ancestors
of these language groups all lay their
own claims to this cultural heritage of
Central Asia - especially the Western
Europeans, the Russians, the nationalist
Uighur Turks of contemporary China’s
restive Xinjiang region, the Chinese,
and that most controversial of China’s
‘national minorities’, the ever restive
and under represented Tibetans, who
conceive of themselves as an indepen-
dent nation, distinct from the Chinese.
It is an inconvenient historical fact that
the Tibetans ruled Dunhuang - home
of the Cave of a Thousand Buddas -
from about AD 760-870. Some 10-20%
of the entire library consists of Tibetan
manuscripts, most of them now in
Peking.

Fig 1. Frontispiece
from a printed copy

of the Diamond
Sutra of AD 868,

the earliest 
complete dated
book known, 

illustrated with a
dialogue between
the Buddha and 

his elderly disciple
Subhuti. One of the
scrolls acquired by

Stein in 1907
from Dunhuang,

China. © The
British Library
Board, 2007.

Fig 2. The Buddhist
‘Library Cave’ of

Mogao near 
Dunhuang, and 

its hoard of 
manuscripts dating
from the 4th to the
11th centuries AD,
photographed by

Stein in 1906.
Many thousands of
these were aqcuired

by Stein and 
explorers from
Europe and the
Far East. © The
British Library
Board, 2007.
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Closing the manuscript and gen-
tly returning it to its box on a shelf
in the British Library, Dr Whitfield
told me that ‘Today the ancestors of
the Turks, the Chinese and the Euro-
peans all have their political advo-
cates when it comes to the ultimate
ownership of the collection, but oth-
ers like the once Zoroastrian Sogdi-
ans, the great traders of the Silk
Road, men and women who lived
across that road from Afghanistan to
China, they have no one to speak
for them’. Ownership is not just an
academic question.

Perhaps the Zoroastrian Sogdians
of the Silk Road and their neighbour-
ing, early Indo-European Buddhists
have found their advocate in a most
unlikely candidate, the Norwegian
businessman and multi-millionaire,
Martin Shoyen. In February 2001 the
radically Islamic Taliban interpreted
the Koranic injunction against graven
images in its most extreme form and
blew up the giant Buddhist statues of
the Bamiyan valley in Afghanistan to
the shock of world TV watchers (see
Minerva March/April, 2002, p. 5). 

Thinking men and women began
to question the conventional wisdom
of UNESCO’s nationalist inspired cul-
tural policies that insist that the mod-
ern nation state is the sole owner and
arbiter of any cultural materials found
within its borders. Scholars and
archaeologists have always believed
that the giant Buddhas were part of a
larger pre-Islamic Buddhist settlement
in the valley that included a
monastery, which would have had a
library similar perhaps to the one in
Dunhuang. 

During the last ten years Martin
Shoyen has collected eight complete
Buddhist manuscripts, more than
5000 folios, fragments from 1400 dif-
ferent manuscripts, as well as 8000
smaller fragments. They come from a
deep cave hidden in the hillside near
the Bamiyan valley and probably
once belonged to the library that
accompanied the ancient Buddhist
monastery at Bamiyan. Most of the
texts are in Sanskrit and were proba-
bly written in India and brought to
this valley by pilgrims. They include
the oldest surviving scriptures of
Mahayana Buddhism. 

This collection was smuggled out
of Taliban Afghanistan by sympa-
thetic Afghanis assisted by Buddhist
activists and saved for posterity
through their purchase by Mr Shoyen.
Neither UNESCO, the European
Union, nor any other official
museum, library, or institution of
higher learning has been able to do
what Mr Shoyen has done, almost sin-
gle-handedly protecting these price-
less cultural treasures from the hands
of mad religious iconoclasts.

In this respect he is similar to the
late Israeli archaeologist Yigal Yadin,
who saved many of the Dead Sea
Scrolls for the new State of Israel in
1948. The Bamiyan texts span the
centuries of AD 100 to 700, thus pre-
dating and overlapping with the Dun-
huang caves collection. They were
probably ritually buried for similar
reasons. It is not surprising then that
scholars are calling this collection
‘Buddhism’s Dead Sea Scrolls’. Shoyen
is subsidising the publication of the
manuscripts and no doubt the collec-
tion will one day go on line too.
There is a touch of Stein and a bit of
the young idealistic, Sven Hedin, in
the man.

There is, however, some debate
about whether conditions in contem-
porary Afghanistan are sufficiently
stable to warrant their return, given
the recent gains of the Taliban in that
country, which once marked the cen-
tre of the ancient Silk Road. Shoyen
believes that the time is not yet ripe. 

Historiographers of China tell us
that part of the self-generated Chinese
historical mystique is that China is a
civilisation and culture that goes back
unbroken 5000 years. This has con-
temporary ‘imperial implications’.
Many Sinologists have bought into
this self-perpetuating myth. We often
think of tapestry and horses as part
and parcel of Chinese civilisation but,
they came to China from Central
Asia, as did Buddhism. 

China is a much more diverse cul-
ture and civil isation than most
Sinologists from both West and East
would like us to believe and its bor-
ders have fluctuated dramatically
over time. Some scholars, such as
the radical Marxist Gunder Frank,
have made persuasive arguments
that Central Asia is and has always
been a civil isation unto itself ,
defined by its diversity.

And like radical Islam, China has
had its periods of iconoclasm, both
ancient and modern. The most recent
was that wave of madness and vio-
lence that the late Mao Tse Tung
unleashed on his poverty stricken
country in 1967 - the Cultural Revolu-
tion. The central ‘ideology’ of the rev-
olution was the destruction of the
‘four old - old habits, old customs, old
ideas and old culture’. Although
much of China’s cultural heritage was
saved, the Red Guards destroyed
many manuscripts and religious arte-
facts, especially in occupied Tibet.

Rebecca Knuth is a professional
librarian who specialises in ‘libricide,
ethnocide and genocide’. In Lost
Libraries - The Destruction of Great Book
Collections Since Antiquity (edited by
James Raven; Palgrave Macmillan,
2004), she documented China’s
recent destruction of libraries in Tibet.

In 2003, a young Peking-based
Tibetan woman who had recently
published a book of photographs of
cultural destruction in Tibet by Red
Guards lost her job. The Chinese
government accused her of ‘stepping
into the wrong political terrain’ and
‘encouraging belief in religion’. It is
therefore rather surprising to see a
London-based Chinese Embassy offi-
cial quoted by the BBC in 2003 say-
ing, ‘Little by little, we will expect to
see the return of the items taken
from Dunhuang - they should go
back to their original people’. Quite
so sir, but which people precisely
and where?

Despite the controversy, Dr Whit-
field told me that she and her Chi-
nese colleagues of the IDP have
excellent relations. As I left her office
I asked her, ‘Was Stein a good guy or
a bad guy?’, to which she answered,
‘He was a good guy. He used public
money for the public good. Everyone
has gained from his work, in both
the east and west’. As Dr Whitfield is
the acme of enthusiasm for all
things Central Asian, I did not want
to put her on the spot and ask her
whether the material should return
to China. However, if you ask me
‘the time is not yet ripe’.

Fig 4. The ancient
Silk Road city 

of Niya, as
photographed by
Stein in 1913, a
once flourishing

settlement buried
by the sands of 

the Taklamakan
Desert, which
preserved its

buildings and
manuscripts of the

3rd-4th century
AD. © The

British Library
Board, 2007.

Fig 3. The ancient
cemetery of
Astana near

modern Turfan,
where Stein 
excavated 

numerous tombs
dating from the 
6th century AD
onwards. Many
were guarded by

colourfully painted
winged monsters,

made from a
wooden or reed core
covered with clay.
These examples

were photographed
during Stein’s third
expedition of 1915.

© The British
Library 

Board, 2007.

For further details on the International 
Dunhuang Project, visit http://idp.bl.uk/.


